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1. Sources of energy can be classified as 'conventional' and 'non-conventona'. Which 
one does not match as conventional energy source?

     	      Fossil fuels

     	      Thermal power plant

     	--->> Geothermal energy

     	      Hydro power energy

2. The acronym GRA is a popular word in Nigeria to refer to certain geo--spatial areas. 
What is the actual meaning of GRA?

     	      General Reservation Area

     	      Governor's Residential Area.

     	--->> Governmenr Reserved Area

     	      Government Residential Area

3. ICSP uses the 

     	      Ecosystem are being run down.

     	      Resources are disappearing

     	      Wastes are accumulating in the air, land and water

     	--->> Material well-being is improving .

4. In recent years, availability of data and tools for complex environmental analysis has 
increased due to one of the following factors:

     	      Increasing concern for environmental protection

     	      Availability of computer modelling and simulation tools

     	      Emergence of geographic information system

     	--->> Concern for sustained profit on investment

5. The principle of 'sustainability' is now paramount in all fields. Which is not one of the 
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three guiding principles in sustainable design.

     	      Economy of resources

     	--->> Single network design

     	      Life cycle design

     	      Humane design

6. It is not uncommon to see an on-going building including fence wall marked with red 
X sign. What does it imply?

     	      That the structure is marked for sale

     	      That the developer is not the reightful owner of the land.

     	--->> That approval or permit has not been secured from the relevant authority in 
respect of the building.

     	      That the building does not correspond in design or pattern with other 
neighouring buildings.

7. In studying ecosystems within cities, you will come across a new coinage, a term 
referred to as the 

     	--->> The priority issues of health, water and sanitation

     	      Deforesttaion that exposes brown soil to erosion

     	      expanding desertification

     	      The use of brown markings to protect conservation sites.

8. What is not a propular theory in urban planning.

     	      Utilitarianism

     	      Libertarian individualism

     	      Etatist theory

     	--->> Chaos theory

9. ICSP will not address or curtail

     	      Exposure to new risks associated with changing weather, pattern.

     	      Clean water shortages
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     	--->> Enrolment in schools.

     	      Rising costs for energy and waste disposal

10. The following constitutes an infringement on formal development processes except:

     	      Squatter

     	      Illegal structure / unauthorized development

     	--->> Land broker

     	      Encroachment
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